Liner Integrity
Monitoring System

Regardless of your industry, you invest great amounts of time, manpower,
and money to manage your resources, run a profitable operation, and
balance the demands of regulatory requirements while providing quality
service to your customers. Because you can’t afford the cost of a shut
down, heavy fines, legal fees, or product loss, you take every step necessary
to ensure the integrity of your lining system. But once installation is complete,
how will you demonstrate to regulators and others that the system is performing in order to minimize liability?

THE NEXT LEVEL OF ASSURANCE
GSE Leak Location Liner System has proven to be the
most effective method for locating and quickly repairing
leaks before a facility is put into operation. It is more
difficult to detect leaks that develop during operationrelated activities or as a result of changes in subsurface
conditions. The GSE Liner Integrity Monitoring System is
the newest advance in a long history of innovative products from GSE and was forged through a partnership
with Texplor Group. It provides the next level of quality
assurance and risk management: continuous, long-term
monitoring of a geomembrane system for early detection
of leaks.
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WHEN YOU NEED TO BE SURE

GSE Liner Integrity Monitoring System will add another layer
of protection to any application where you can’t afford a leak.
The system can help mitigate the risk of environmental pollution, which is a deep concern to owners of landfills, mines,
and industrial sites. It can also help protect against expensive
solution loss in mining applications or help preserve fresh water
resources on fracking and other water storage sites. Whatever
the application, if you have a critical need to ensure the integrity of the lining system, GSE Liner Integrity Monitoring System
can do the job.

KEY BENEFITS
Texplor CombiModules are embedded
directly into GSE Leak Location Liner from
the top with the connection cable positioned above the liner. This allows for easy
maintenance and repairs.
GSE Leak Location Liner requires only one
sensor per every 3,000 m2 of liner surface.
The MSS® Operating System can pinpoint
damage within 2 meters, making it easy to
find and repair leaks quickly.
The system can be installed in new or existing applications or expanded at any time.
GSE and Texplor send a team of experts
to the site during installation to ensure the
system is working properly and operators
are trained.
All electrical and monitoring components
are stored on site for easy access and
maintenance.
The CombiModules and cables are certified
to work for 100 years, even in salt, acid, and
extreme weather conditions.

TWO MINDS ARE MORE INNOVATIVE THAN ONE
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You can learn more about Texplor Group at www.texplor-group.
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